Metric graphs are meaningful objects for modeling complex structures that arise in many real-world applications, such as road networks, river systems, earthquake faults, blood vessels, and filamentary structures in galaxies. To study metric graphs in the context of comparison, we are interested in determining the relative discriminative capabilities of two topology-based distances between a pair of arbitrary finite metric graphs: the persistence distortion distance and the intrinsicČech distance. We explicitly show how to compute the intrinsicČech distance between two metric graphs based solely on knowledge of the shortest systems of loops for the graphs. Our main theorem establishes an inequality between the intrinsicČech and persistence distortion distances in the case when one of the graphs is a bouquet graph and the other is arbitrary. The relationship also holds when both graphs are constructed via wedge sums of cycles and edges.
Introduction
When working with graph-like data equipped with a notion of distance, a very useful means of capturing existing geometric and topological relationships within the data is via a metric graph. Given an ordinary graph G = (V, E) and a length function on the edges, one may view G as a metric space with the shortest path metric in any geometric realization.
Metric graphs are used to model a variety of real-world data sets, such as road networks, river systems, earthquake faults, blood vessels, and filamentary structures in galaxies [1, 24, 25] . Given these practical applications, it is natural to ask how to compare two metric graphs in a meaningful way. Such a comparison is important to understand the stability of these structures in the noisy setting. One way to do this is to check whether there is a bijection between the two input graphs as part of a graph isomorphism problem [3] . Another way is to define, compute, and compare various distances on the space of graphs. In this paper, we are interested in determining the discriminative capabilities of two distances that arise from computational topology: the persistence distortion distance and the intrinsicČech distance. If two distances d 1 and d 2 on the space of metric graphs satisfy an inequality d 1 (G 1 , G 2 ) ≤ c · d 2 (G 1 , G 2 ) (for some constant c > 0 and any pair of graphs G 1 and G 2 ), this means that d 2 has greater discriminative capacity for differentiating between two input graphs. For instance, if d 1 (G 1 , G 2 ) = 0 and d 2 (G 1 , G 2 ) > 0, then d 2 has a better discriminative power than d 1 .
Related work
Well-known methods for comparing graphs using distance measures include combinatorial (e.g., graph edit distance [27] ) and spectral (e.g., eigenvalue decomposition [26] ) approaches. Graph edit distance minimizes the cost of transforming one graph to another via a set of elementary operators such as node/edge insertions/deletions, while spectral approaches optimize objective functions based on properties of the graph spectra.
Recently, several distances for comparing metric graphs have been proposed based on ideas from computational topology. In the case of a special type of metric graph called a Reeb graph, these distances include: the functional distortion distance [4] , the combinatorial edit distance [15] , the interleaving distance [12] , and its variant in the setting of merge trees [19] . In particular, the functional distortion distance can be considered as a variation of the Gromov-Hausdorff distance between two metric spaces [4] . The interleaving distance is defined via algebraic topology and utilizes the equivalence between Reeb graphs and cosheaves [12] . For metric graphs in general, both the persistence distortion distance [13] and the intrinsicČech distance [10] take into consideration the structure of metric graphs, independent of their geometric embeddings, by treating them as continuous metric spaces. In [21] , Oudot and Solomon point out that since compact geodesic spaces can be approximated by finite metric graphs in the Gromov-Hausdorff sense [6] (see also the recent work of Mémoli and Okutan [18] ), one can study potentially complicated length spaces by studying the persistence distortion of a sequence of approximating graphs.
In the context of comparing the relative discriminative capabilities of these distances, Bauer, Ge, and Wang [4] show that the functional distortion distance between two Reeb graphs is bounded from below by the bottleneck distance between the persistence diagrams of the Reeb graphs. Bauer, Munch, and Wang [5] establish a strong equivalence between the functional distortion distance and the interleaving distance on the space of all Reeb graphs, which implies the two distances are within a constant factor of one another. Carrière and Oudot [9] consider the intrinsic versions of the aforementioned distances and prove that they are all globally equivalent. They also establish a lower bound for the bottleneck distance in terms of a constant multiple of the functional distortion distance. In [13] , Dey, Shi, and Wang show that the persistence distortion distance is stable with respect to changes to input metric graphs as measured by the Gromov-Hausdorff distance. In other words, the persistence distortion distance is bounded above by a constant factor of the Gromov-Hausdorff distance. Furthermore, the intrinsicČech distance is also bounded from above by the Gromov-Hausdorff distance for general metric spaces [10] .
Our contribution
The main focus of this paper is relating two specific topological distances between general metric graphs G 1 and G 2 : the intrinsicČech distance and the persistence distortion distance. Both of these can be viewed as distances between topological signatures or summaries of G 1 and G 2 . Indeed, in the case of the intrinsicČech distance, a metric graph (G, d G ) is mapped to the persistence diagram Dg 1 IC G induced by the so-called intrinsicČech filtration IC G , and we may think of Dg 1 IC G as the signature of G. The intrinsicČech distance d IC (G 1 , G 2 ) between two metric graphs G 1 and G 2 is the bottleneck distance between these signatures, denoted d B (Dg 1 IC G 1 , Dg 1 IC G 2 ). For the persistence distortion distance, each metric graph G is mapped to a set Φ(G) of persistence diagrams, which is the signature of the graph G in this case. The persistence distortion distance d P D (G 1 , G 2 ) between G 1 and G 2 is measured by the Hausdorff distance between these image sets or signatures. See Section 2 for the definition of Φ, along with more detailed definitions of these two distances.
Our objective is to determine the relative discriminative capacities of such signatures. We conjecture that the persistence distortion distance is more discriminative than the intrinsicČech distance. It is known from [16] that Dg 1 IC G depends only on the lengths of the shortest system of loops in G, and thus the persistence distortion distance appears to be more discriminative, intuitively. We show in Section 3 that the intrinsicČech distance between two arbitrary finite metric graphs is determined solely by the difference in these shortest cycle lengths; see Theorem 5 for a precise statement. This further implies that the intrinsicČech distance between two arbitrary metric trees is always 0. In contrast, the persistence distortion distance takes relative positions of loops as well as branches into account, and is nonzero in the case of two trees. In other words, the conjecture holds for metric trees.
We make progress toward proving the conjecture in greater generality in this paper. Theorem 11 establishes an inequality between the intrinsicČech and persistence distortion distances for two finite metric graphs in the case when one of the graphs is a bouquet graph and the other is arbitrary. In this case, the constant c = 1/2 so that the inequality is sharper than what is conjectured. The theorem and proof appear in Section 4, and we conclude that section by proving that Conjecture 1 also holds when both graphs are constructed by taking wedge sums of cycles and edges. While this does not yet prove the conjecture for arbitrary metric graphs, our work provides the first non-trivial relationship between these two meaningful topological distances. Our proofs also provide insights on the map Φ from a metric graph into the space of persistence diagrams as utilized in the definition of the persistence distortion distance. This map Φ is of interest itself; indeed, see the recent study of this map in [21] .
In general, we believe that this direction of establishing qualitative understanding of topological signatures and their corresponding distances is interesting and valuable for use in applications. We leave the proof of the conjecture for arbitrary metric graphs as an open problem and give a brief discussion on some future directions in Section 5.
Background

Persistent homology and metric graphs
We begin with a brief summary of persistent homology and how it can be utilized in the context of metric graphs. For background on homology and simplicial complexes, we refer the reader to [17, 20] , and for further details on persistent homology, see, e.g., [7, 14] .
In persistent homology, one studies the changing homology of an increasing sequence of subspaces of a topological space X. One (typical) way to obtain a filtration of X is to take a continuous function f : X → R and construct the sublevel set filtration, ∅ = X a 0 ⊆ X a 1 ⊆ . . . ⊆ X am = X, by writing X a i = f −1 (−∞, a i ) for the sublevel set defined by the value a i . The inclusions
in any homological dimension k by applying the homology functor with coefficients in some field. Another way to obtain a filtration is to build a sequence of simplicial complexes on a set of points using, for instance, the intrinsič Cech filtration [10] discussed in Section 2.2.
Elements of each homology group may then be tracked through the filtration and recorded in a persistence diagram, with one diagram for each k. A persistence diagram is a multiset of points (a i , a j ) in the extended plane (R ∪ ±∞) 2 , where each point (a i , a j ) corresponds to a homological element that appears for the first time (is "born") at H k (X a i ) and which disappears ("dies") at H k (X a j ). A persistence diagram also includes the infinitely many points along the diagonal line y = x. The usual mantra for persistence is that points close to the diagonal are likely to represent noise, while points further from the diagonal may encode more robust topological features.
In this paper, we are interested in summarizing the topological structure of a finite metric graph, specifically in homological dimension k = 1. Given a graph G = (V, E), where V and E denote the vertex and edge sets, respectively, as well as a length function, length : E → R ≥0 , on edges in E, a finite metric graph (|G|, d G ) is a metric space where |G| is a geometric realization of G and d G is defined as in [13] . Namely, if e and |e| denote an edge and its image in the geometric realization, we define α : [0, length(e)] → |e| to be the arclength parametrization, so that
This definition may then be extended to any two points in |G| by restricting a given path from one point to another to edges in G, adding up these lengths, then taking the distance to be the minimum length of any such path. In this way, all points along an edge are points in a metric graph, not just the original graph's vertices.
A system of loops of G refers to a set of cycles whose associated homology classes form a minimal generating set for the 1-dimensional (singular) homology group of G. The length-sequence of a system of loops is the sequence of lengths of elements in this set listed in non-decreasing order. Thus, a system of loops of G is shortest if its length-sequence is lexicographically smallest among all possible systems of loops of G.
One particular class of metric graphs we will be working with are bouquet graphs. These are metric graphs containing a single vertex with a number of self-loops of various lengths attached to it.
IntrinsicČech and persistence distortion distances
In this section, we recall the distances between metric graphs that are being explored in this work. We note that both are actually pseudo-distances because it can be the case that d(G 1 , G 2 ) = 0 when G 1 = G 2 . However, for ease of exposition, we will refer to them simply as distances in this paper. Both rely on the bottleneck distance on the space of persistence diagrams, a version of which we now state. Although this definition differs from the standard version of the bottleneck distance, which uses ||x−µ(x)|| ∞ rather than ||x−µ(x)|| 1 , the two are related via the inequalities ||x|| ∞ ≤ ||x|| 1 ≤ 2||x|| ∞ .
Next, let (G, d G ) be a metric graph with geometric realization |G|. Define the intrinsic ball B(x, a i ) = {y ∈ |G| : d G (x, y) ≤ a i } for any x ∈ |G|, as well as the uncountable open cover U a i = {B(x, a i ) : x ∈ |G|}. We useČech(a i ) to denote the nerve of the cover U a i , referred to as the intrinsicČech complex. See Figure 1 for an illustration. Then {Čech(a i ) →Čech(a j )} 0≤a i <a j is the intrinsicČech filtration inducing the intrinsicČech persistence module {H k (Čech(a i )) → H k (Čech(a j ))} 0≤a i <a j in any dimension k, and the corresponding persistence diagram is denoted Dg k IC G . The following intrinsicČech distance definition comes from [10] . Here, we work with dimension k = 1. Figure 1 : A finite subset of the infinite cover at a fixed radius (left) and its corresponding nerve (right).
Definition 3. Given two metric graphs
The persistence distortion distance was first introduced in [13] . Given a base point v ∈ |G|, define the geodesic distance function
is the union of the 0− and 1−dimensional extended persistence diagrams for f v (see [11] for the details of extended persistence). Equivalently, it is the 0-dimensional levelset zigzag persistence diagram induced by f v [8] . Define Φ : |G| → SpDg, Φ(v) = Dg(f v ), where SpDg denotes the space of persistence diagrams for all points v ∈ |G|. The set Φ(|G|) ⊂ SpDg is the persistence distortion of the metric graph G.
Definition 4. Given two metric graphs
where d H denotes the Hausdorff distance. In other words,
Note that the diagram Dg(f v ) contains both 0− and 1−dimensional persistence points, but only points of the same dimension are matched under the bottleneck distance. In this paper, we will only focus on the points in the 1-dimensional extended persistence diagrams for the persistence distortion distance computation.
Calculating the intrinsicČech distance
In this section, we show that the intrinsicČech distance between two metric graphs may be easily computed from knowing the shortest systems of loops for the graphs. We begin with a theorem that characterizes the bottleneck distance between two sets of points in the extended plane.
Proof. To simplify notation, we use the convention that for all i = 1, . . . , n, (0, a i ) = a i , (0, b i ) = b i , and (0, 0) = 0. Let µ be any matching of points in D 1 and D 2 , where each point a i in D 1 is either matched to a unique point b j in D 2 or to the nearest neighbor in the diagonal (and similarly for D 2 ). Assume that C µ is the cost of the matching µ, i.e., the maximum distance between two matched points. Now, let µ * be the matching such that µ * (a i ) = b i for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n. By construction, the cost of this matching is
We claim that the matching cost of µ * is less than or equal to that of µ, i.e., C µ * ≤ C µ . If this is the case, then µ * is the optimal bottleneck matching and
To show this, we look at where the matchings µ and µ * differ. Note that since all of the off-diagonal points in D 1 and D 2 lie on the y-axis, any such point matched to the diagonal under µ may simply be matched to (0, 0) since this will yield the same value in the 1 −norm. Now, starting with b 1 , let j be the first index where µ(a j ) = b j . Then, we have two cases: (1) µ(a k ) = b j for some k > j (i.e., b j is matched with some a k = a j ); or (2) µ(0) = b j (i.e., b j is matched with the diagonal, or equivalently, to 0). We show that in either case, matching b j with a j instead does not increase the cost of the matching.
In the first case, let us also assume that µ(a j ) = b l for some l > j (the situation where µ(a j ) = 0 will be taken care of in the second case). Then,
That is, if we were to instead pair a j with b j and a k with b l , the cost of the matching would be lower. This can be seen by working through a case analysis on the relative order of a j , a k , b j , and b l along the y-axis. Intuitively, we can think of a j , a k , b j , and b l as the four corners of a trapezoid as in Figure 2 . The diagonals of the trapezoid represent the distances under the matching µ, while the legs of the trapezoid represent the distances when we pair a j with b j and a k with b l . The maximum of the lengths of the legs will always be less than the maximum of the lengths of the diagonals. Adjusting the lengths of the top and bottom bases (which amounts to changing the order of a j , a k , b j , and b l along the y-axis) does not change this fact. Therefore, matching b j with a j instead of a k does not increase the cost of the matching.
In the second case, if b j is matched to 0, there must be some a k with k ≥ j that is matched to 0, as well. If we were to instead match b j to a k , this does not increase the cost of the matching since max{b j , a k } ≥ |a k − b j | (i.e., the original cost is greater than the new cost). After this rematching, b j is no longer matched to 0 and this reverts to the first case. Similarly, if a j is matched to 0, it may be rematched in a similar manner. By looking at all the pairings where µ and µ * differ (in increasing order of indices), pairing a i with b i instead of µ(a i ) (and similarly, pairing b i with a i rather than what it was paired with under µ) always results in the same or lower cost matching. Therefore, C µ * ≤ C µ for all matchings µ;
To see how this applies to the computation of the intrinsicČech distance between two metric graphs, let G 1 be a metric graph with a shortest system of m loops of lengths 0 < 2t 1 ≤ · · · ≤ 2t m , and let G 2 be a metric graph with a shortest system of n loops of lengths 0 < 2s 1 ≤ · · · ≤ 2s n . Without loss of generality, suppose n ≥ m. From [16] , the 1-dimensional intrinsicČech persistence diagrams of G 1 and G 2 are the multisets of points Dg
In order to apply Theorem 5, we add n − m copies of the point (0, 0) at the start of the list of points in Dg 1 IC G 1 , i.e., let
where t 1 = · · · = t n−m = 0, t n−m+1 = t 1 , . . . , and t n = t m .
Corollary 6. Let G 1 and G 2 be as above. Then
4 Relating the intrinsicČech and persistence distortion distances for a bouquet graph and an arbitrary graph
Feasible regions in persistence diagrams
Our eventual goal for our main theorem (Theorem 11) is to estimate a lower bound for the persistence distortion distance between metric graphs G 1 = (V 1 , E 1 ) and G 2 = (V 2 , E 2 ) so that we can compare it with the intrinsicČech distance between them, given in Corollary 6. A fundamental part of this process relies on the notion of a feasible region for a point in a given persistence diagram lying on the y-axis.
Definition 7.
The feasible region for a point s := (0, s) ∈ R 2 is defined as An illustration of a feasible region is shown in Figure 3 .
The following lemma establishes an important property of feasible regions that will be used later in the proof of the main theorem.
Lemma 8. Given any point z ∈ F s and any point t = (0, t), ||s − t|| 1 ≤ ||z − t|| 1 .
Proof. We proceed with a simple case analysis using the definition of F s . Let z = (z 1 , z 2 ).
Case 1: Assume s ≥ t so that ||s − t|| 1 = s − t. By the definition of F s , we have z 2 ≥ s and thus
The lemma now follows.
Properties of the geodesic distance function for an arbitrary metric graph
Let G = (V, E) be an arbitrary metric graph with shortest system of loops of lengths 2s 1 , · · · , 2s n . Fix an arbitrary base point v ∈ |G| and consider Dg(f v ), as defined in Section 2.2. Let T v denote the shortest path tree in G rooted at v. We consider the base point v ∈ |G| to be a graph node of G; that is, we add it to V if necessary. We further assume that the graph G is "generic" in the sense that there do not exist two or more shortest paths from the base point v to any graph node of G in V . For any input metric graph G, we can perturb it to be one that is generic within arbitrarily small Gromov-Hausdorff distance.
For simplicity, when v is fixed, we shall omit v in our notation and speak of the persistence diagram D := Dg(f v ), the function f := f v , and the shortest path tree T := T v .
We present three straightforward observations, the first of which follows immediately from the definition of the shortest path tree and the Extreme Value Theorem. Observation 1. The shortest path tree T of G has |V | − 1 edges, and there are |E| − |V | + 1 non-tree edges. For each non-tree edge e ∈ E \ T , there exists a unique u ∈ e such that f (u) is a local maximum value of f . Note that every feature in the persistence diagram D must be born at a point in the graph that is an up-fork, i.e., a point coupled with a pair of adjacent directions along which the function f is increasing. Since there are no local minimum points of f (except for v itself), these must be vertices in the graph of degree at least 3 (see, e.g., [21] ).
Observation 2.
The diagram D is a multiset of points {(p i , f (u i )) | i ∈ {1, . . . , |E| − |V | + 1}}, where for every i, p i = f (w) for some graph node w ∈ V .
The final observation relates to points belonging to cycles in G that yield local maximum values of f (see [2] ). Observation 3. Let γ be an arbitrary cycle in G. If u is the point in γ corresponding to the largest local maximum value of f , let p be the lowest function value of f for all points in γ. Then there is a point in the persistence diagram D of the form (p , f (u)), where p ≥ p.
See Figure 4 (right) for an illustration.
To delve further into this, let {γ 1 , . . . , γ n } denote the elements of the shortest system of loops for G listed in order of non-decreasing loop length.
Lemma 9. Consider a cycle γ = γ i 1 + . . . + γ im (m ≤ n), where each γ i k (1 ≤ k ≤ m) is an element of the shortest system of loops for G and i 1 ≤ i 2 ≤ . . . ≤ i m . Suppose the edge e ∈ γ contains the point u in γ with the largest local maximum value of f . Then f (u) ≥ s im , where s im is half the length of cycle γ im in the shortest system of loops.
Proof. Since each
is an element of the shortest system of loops for G and i 1 ≤ i 2 ≤ . . . ≤ i m , this implies that s i 1 ≤ · · · ≤ s im , where 2s i k is the length of cycle γ i k in the shortest system of loops of G.
Assume instead that f (u) < s im . Now, γ in G must contain at least one non-tree edge as it is a cycle. Let e 1 , . . . e = e be all non-tree edges of G with largest function value at most f (u). Assume they contain maximum points u 1 , . . . , u = u, respectively, where the edges and maxima are sorted in order of increasing function value of f .
For two points x, y ∈ |T |, let α(x, y) denote the unique tree path from x to y within the shortest path tree. For each j ∈ {1, . . . , }, let e j = (e 0 j , e 1 j ) and let c j denote the cycle c j = α(v, e 1 j ) • e j • α(e 0 j , v). By assumption, since u = u is the point in γ with the largest local maximum value of f and f (u) < s im , it follows that the length of every cycle c j is less than s im . However, the set of cycles {c 1 , . . . , c } form a basis for the subgraph of G spanned by all edges containing only points of function value at most f (u). Therefore, we may represent γ as a linear combination of cycles from the set {c 1 , . . . , c }, i.e., γ may be decomposed into shorter cycles, each of length less than s im = length(γ im ) 2 . This is a contradiction to the fact that γ i 1 , . . . , γ im are elements of the shortest system of loops for G. Hence, we conclude that f (u) ≥ s im . An example that illustrates the proof of Lemma 9 is shown in Figure 5 . Later we will use the following simpler version of Lemma 9, where γ is a single element of the shortest system of loops.
Corollary 10. Let γ be an element of the shortest system of loops for G with a length 2s, and let u denote the point in any edge of γ with largest maximum value of f . Then f (u) ≥ s.
The main theorem and its proof
We are now ready to establish a comparison of the intrinsicČech and persistence distortion distances between a bouquet metric graph and an arbitrary metric graph.
Theorem 11. Let G 1 and G 2 be finite metric graphs such that G 1 is a bouquet graph and G 2 is arbitrary. Then
Proof. Let G 1 be a bouquet graph consisting of m cycles of lengths 0 < 2t 1 ≤ . . . ≤ 2t m , all sharing one common point o ∈ |G 1 |. Let G 2 be an arbitrary metric graph with shortest system of loops consisting of n loops of lengths 2s 1 , · · · , 2s n listed in non-decreasing order. In what follows, we suppose n ≥ m; the case when m ≥ n proceeds similarly. As before, we obtain a sequence of length n, 2t 1 ≤ 2t 2 · · · ≤ 2t n (where t 1 = · · · = t n−m = 0, t n−m+1 = t 1 , · · · , and t n = t m ). Let f and g denote the geodesic distance functions on G 1 and G 2 , respectively. First, as in Corollary 6, the intrinsicČech distance between G 1 and G 2 , denoted by δ, is
Second, note that the persistence diagram D 1 := Dg(f o ) with respect to the base point o is D 1 = {(0, t 1 ), · · · , (0, t n )} (of course, this may include some copies of (0, 0) if m < n). Next, fix an arbitrary base point v ∈ |G 2 | and consider the persistence diagram D 2 := Dg(g v ). Consider the abstract persistence diagram D := {(0, s 1 ), · · · , (0, s n )} = {s 1 , . . . , s n } that consists only of points on the y-axis at the s i values. Unless G 2 is also a bouquet graph, D is not necessarily in Φ(|G 2 |). Nevertheless, we will use this persistence diagram as a point of comparison and relate points in D 2 to D . Notice that a consequence of Theorem 5 is that
In order to accomplish our objective of relating points in D 2 with points in the ideal diagram D , we need the following lemma relating to feasible regions, which were introduced in Section 4.1.
Proof. Consider the optimal bottleneck matching between D 1 and D . According to Lemma 8, if the point t j = (0, t j ) ∈ D 1 is matched to z i ∈ D under this optimal matching, the matching of s i = (0, s i ) ∈ D to t j will yield a smaller distance. In other words, the induced bottleneck matching between D 1 and D , which is equal to 2δ, can only be smaller than d B (D 1 , D ) .
The outline of the remainder of the proof of Theorem 11 is as follows. Theorem 13 shows that one can assign points in D 2 to the points in D in such a way that the condition in Lemma 12 is satisfied. The fact that one can assign points in the fixed persistence diagram D 2 to the distinct feasible regions F s i relies on the series of structural observations and results in Section 4.2, along with an application of Hall's marriage theorem. Finally, the inequality in Lemma 12 and the definition of the persistence distortion distance imply that
which, together with (1), completes the proof of Theorem 11.
The following theorem establishes the existence of a one-to-one correspondence between points in D and points in D 2 . The goal is to construct a bipartite graph G = (D , D 2 , E), where there is an edgeê ∈ E from s i ∈ D to z ∈ D 2 if and only if z ∈ F s i . To prove the theorem, we invoke Hall's marriage theorem, which requires showing that for any subset S of points in D , the number of neighbors of S in D 2 is at least |S|.
Theorem 13. The graph G contains a perfect matching.
Proof. For simplicity, let T = T v and g = g v . First, note that there is a one-to-one correspondence Ψ : E 2 \ T → D 2 between the set of non-tree edges in G 2 (each of which contains a unique maximum point of g) and the set of points in D 2 . In particular, from Observations 1 and 2, the death-time of each point in D 2 uniquely corresponds to a local maximum u e within a non-tree edge e of G 2 .
Fix an arbitrary subset S ⊆ D with |S| = a. In order to apply Hall's marriage theorem, we must show that there are at least a neighbors of S in G. We achieve this via an iterative procedure which we now describe. The procedure begins at step k = 0 and will end after a iterations. Elements in S = {s i 1 , . . . , s ia } are processed in non-decreasing order of their values, which also means that i 1 < i 2 < · · · < i a . At the start of the k-th iteration, we will have processed the first k elements of S, denoted S k = {s i 1 , . . . , s i k }, where for each s := s i h ∈ S k that we have processed (1 ≤ h ≤ k), we have maintained the following three invariances: Invariance 1:s is associated to a unique edge es ∈ E 2 \ T containing a unique maximum u es such that Ψ(es) ∈ D 2 is a neighbor ofs. We say that es and u es are marked bys.
Invariance 2: :s is also associated to a cycle γ h = γ i h + γ (where the sum ranges over all belonging to some index set J h ⊂ {1, . . . , i h − 1}), such that e s contains the point in γ h with the largest value of g.
represents the height (i.e., the maximal difference in the g function values) of a given loop γ.
Set S k = S \ S k = {s i k+1 , . . . , s ia }, denoting the remaining elements from S to be processed. Our goal is to identify a new neighbor in D 2 for element s i k+1 from S k satisfying the three invariances.
Once we have done so, we will then set S k+1 = S k ∪ {s i k+1 } and move on to the next iteration in the procedure. Note that s i k+1 corresponds to an element γ i k+1 of the shortest system of loops for G 2 . Let e be the edge in γ i k+1 containing the maximum u e of highest g function value among all edges in γ i k+1 . There are now two possible cases to consider, and we will demonstrate how to obtain a new neighbor for s i k+1 in either case.
In the first case, suppose u e is not yet marked by a previous element in S. In this case, e s i k+1 = e and γ i k+1 = γ i k+1 . We claim that the point (p e , g(u e )) in the persistence diagram D 2 corresponding to the maximum u e is contained in the feasible region F s i k+1 . In other words, s i k+1 ≤ g(u e ) ≤ p e + s i k+1 . Indeed, by Lemma 9, s i k+1 ≤ g(u e ), and by Observation 3,
where lowest(γ i k+1 ) := min x∈γ i k+1 g(x). Thus, (p e , g(u e )) ∈ D 2 is a new neighbor for s i k+1 ∈ S since it is contained in F s i k+1 . Consequently, we mark e and u e by s i k+1 and continue with the next iteration.
In the second case, the maximum point u e has already been marked by a previous element s j 1 ∈ S k and been associated to a cycle γ j 1 . Observe that s j 1 ≤ s i k+1 since our procedure processes elements of S in non-decreasing order of their values (and thus j 1 < i k+1 ). We must now identify an edge other than e for s i k+1 satisfying the three invariance properties. To this end, let γ 1 = γ i k+1 + γ j 1 , and let e 1 be the edge containing the maximum in γ 1 with largest function value. If e 1 is unmarked, we set e s i k+1 = e 1 . Otherwise, if e 1 is marked by some cycle γ j 2 , we construct the loop γ 2 = γ 1 + γ j 2 = γ i k+1 + γ j 1 + γ j 2 . We continue this process until we find γ η = γ i k+1 + γ j 1 + γ j 2 + . . . + γ jη such that the edge e η containing the point of maximum function value of γ η is not marked. Once we arrive at this point, we set γ i k+1 = γ η and e s i k+1 = e η , so that the edge e η and corresponding maximum u eη are marked by s i k+1 .
The reason that the procedure outlined above must indeed terminate is as follows. Each time a new γ jν is added to a cycle γ j ν−1 (for ν ∈ {1, . . . , η}), it is because the edge containing the maximum point of γ j ν−1 with largest function value is marked by s jν . Note that j ν = j β for ν = β (as during the procedure, the edge e i containing the maximum function value in the cycle γ i are all distinct), each j ν < i k+1 , and s jν ∈ S k . Furthermore, Invariance 2 guarantees that γ η cannot be empty, as each cycle γ jν can be written as a linear combination of elements in the shortest system of loops with indices at most j ν . As j ν < i k+1 , the cycle γ = γ j 1 + γ j 2 + . . . + γ jη can be represented as a linear combination of basis cycles with indices strictly smaller than i k+1 . In other words, γ i k+1 and γ must be linearly independent, and thus γ η = γ i k+1 + γ cannot be empty. Again, j ν = j β for ν = β and each j ν < i k+1 , and thus it follows that after at most k iterations, we will obtain a cycle whose highest valued maximum and corresponding edge are not yet marked. Now, we must show that the three invariances are satisfied as a result of the process described in this second case. To begin, we point out that Invariance 2 holds by construction. Next, the following lemma establishes Invariance 3. Lemma 14. For γ i k+1 = γ η = γ i k+1 + γ j 1 + γ j 2 + . . . + γ jη as above, height( γ i k+1 ) ≤ s i k+1 .
Proof. Set γ 0 = γ i k+1 , and for ν ∈ {1, . . . , η}, set γ ν = γ i k+1 + γ j 1 + · · · + γ jν . Using induction, we will show that height( γ ν ) ≤ s i k+1 for any ν ∈ {0, . . . , η}. The inequality obviously holds for ν = 0. Suppose it holds for all ν ≤ ρ < η, and consider ν = ρ + 1 where γ ρ+1 = γ ρ + γ j ρ+1 . The cycle γ j ρ+1 is added as the edge e ρ of γ ρ containing the current maximum point of highest value of g has already been marked by s j ρ+1 with j ρ+1 < i k+1 . By Invariance 2, e ρ must also be the edge in γ j ρ+1 containing the point of maximum g function value, which we denote by g(e ρ ). Therefore, after the addition of γ ρ and γ j ρ+1 , (i) highest( γ ρ+1 ) := max x∈ γ ρ+1 g(x) ≤ g v (e ρ ), and
(ii) lowest( γ ρ+1 ) := min x∈ γ ρ+1
g(x) ≥ min{ lowest( γ ρ ), lowest( γ j ρ+1 ) }.
By the induction hypothesis, height( γ ρ ) ≤ s i k+1 , while by Invariance 3, height( γ j ρ+1 ) ≤ s j ρ+1 ≤ s i k+1 . By (ii) of equation (4), it then follows that lowest( γ ρ+1 ) ≥ min{g(e ρ ) − height( γ ρ ), g(e ρ ) − height( γ j ρ+1 )} ≥ g(e ρ ) − s i k+1 .
Combining this with (i) of equation (4), we have that height( γ ρ+1 ) ≤ s i k+1 . The lemma then follows by induction.
Finally, we show that Invariance 1 also holds. Since γ i k+1 = γ η = γ i k+1 + γ , with γ defined as above, by Lemma 9, we have that g(u eη ) ≥ s i k+1 . Suppose u eη is paired with some graph node w so that p eη = g(w). As the height of γ i k+1 is at most s i k+1 (Lemma 14), combined with Observation 3, we have that g(u eη ) − s i k+1 ≤ lowest( γ i k+1 ) ≤ p eη .
This implies that the point (p eη , g(u eη )) ∈ F s i k+1 , establishing Invariance 1. We continue the process described above until k = a. At each iteration, when we process s i k , we add a new neighbor for elements in S. In the end, after processing all of the a elements in S, we find a neighbors for S, and the total number of neighbors in G of elements in S can only be larger. Since this holds for any subset S of D , the condition for Hall's theorem is satisfied for the bipartite graph G. This implies that there exists a perfect matching in G, completing the proof of Theorem 13.
Theorem 11 now follows from Lemma 12 and equation (1).
Discussion and future work
In this paper, we compare the discriminative capabilities of the intrinsicČech and persistence distortion distances, which are based on topological signatures of metric graphs. The intrinsicČech signature arises from the intrinsicČech filtration of a metric graph, and the persistence distortion signature is based on the set of persistence diagrams arising from sublevel set filtrations of geodesic distance functions from all base points in a given metric graph. A map from a metric graph to these topological signatures is not injective: two different metric graphs may map to the same signature. However, each signature captures structural information of a graph and serves as a type of topological summary. Understanding the relationship between the intrinsicČech and persistence distortion distances enables one to better understand the discriminative powers of such summaries.
We conjecture that the intrinsicČech distance is less discriminative than the persistence distortion distance for general metric graphs G 1 and G 2 , so that there exists a constant c ≥ 1 with G 2 ). This statement is trivially true in the case when both graphs are trees as the intrinsicČech distance is 0 while the persistence distortion distance is not. We establish a sharper version of the conjectured inequality in the case when one of the graphs is a bouquet graph and the other is arbitrary, as well as in the case when both graphs are obtained via wedges of cycles and edges. The methods of proof in Theorem 11 and Proposition 17 rely on explicitly knowing the forms of the persistence diagrams for the geodesic distance function in the case of a bouquet graph or a tree of loops. Therefore, these methods do not readily carry over to the most general setting for arbitrary metric graphs. Nevertheless, we believe that the relationship between the intrinsicČech and persistence distortion distances should hold for arbitrary finite metric graphs. Intuitively, the intrinsicČech signature only captures the sizes of the shortest loops in a metric graph, whereas the persistence distortion signature takes into consideration the relative positions of such loops and their interactions with one another.
As one example application relating the intrinsicČech and persistence distortion summaries (and hence, distances), the work of Pirashvili, et al. [22] considers how the topological structure of chemical compounds relates to solubility in water, which is of fundamental importance in modern drug discovery. Analysis with the topological tool mapper [23] reveals that compounds with a smaller number of cycles are more soluble. The number of cycles, as well as cycle lengths, is naturally encoded in the intrinsicČech summary. In addition, these authors also use a discrete persistence distortion summary -where only the graph nodes, i.e., the atoms, serve as base points -to show that nearby compounds have similar levels of solubility. Although we conjecture that the intrinsič Cech distance is less discriminative then the persistence distortion distance, it might be sufficient in this particular analysis since solubility is highly correlated with the number of cycles of a chemical compound, that is, with the intrinsicČech summary [16] . It would be interesting to investigate other applications of the intrinsicČech and persistence distortion summaries in the context of data sets modeled by metric graphs.
In addition, recall from the definition of the persistence distortion distance the map Φ : |G| → SpDg, Φ(v) = Dg(f v ). The map Φ is interesting in its own right. For instance, what can be said about the set Φ(|G|) in the space of persistence diagrams for a given G? Given only the set Φ(|G|) ⊂ SpDg, what information can one recover about the graph G? Oudot and Solomon [21] show that there is a dense subset of metric graphs (in the Gromov-Hausdorff topology, and indeed an open dense set in the so-called fibered topology) on which their barcode transform via the map Φ is globally injective up to isometry. They also prove its local injectivity on the space of metric graphs. Another question of interest is, how does the map Φ induce a stratification in the space of persistence diagrams? Finally, it would also be worthwhile to compare the discriminative capacities of the persistence distortion and intrinsicČech distances to other graph distances, such as the interleaving and functional distortion distances in the special case of Reeb graphs.
